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#FREEPUSSYRIOT. STRATEGY 17 

 

Milan, Italy: In protest at the imprisonment of punk rock protest group Pussy Riot, militants in 

Milan placed balaclavas on three well-known statues in the northern Italian city. 

Today, September 17, the Annaviva association launched its second wave of support for Pussy 

Riot.   After staging a march in via Dante in Milan on the day of Pussy Riot's sentencing, tonight in 

Milan the Annaviva militants association put colloured balaclavas on the statue of late Italian 

journalist Indro Montanelli's in the public gardens named after him. Another balaclava was placed 

on the statue of St. Francis in Via Moscova, and the third was put on Mazzini's statue in Piazza 

della Repubblica. 

Exactly one month ago, on August 17, the three girls of the feminist punk rock group Pussy Riot 

were sentenced to two years forced labor for their anti-Putin concert in Moscow's Christ the 

Saviour cathedral. 

In Stalin's Russia, the three girls would have disappeared into the air.  Husbands and partners 

would have disassociated themselves with the girls. Parents and relations would have accused 

them of betraying the Soviet people. 

In Putin's Russia, Pussy Riot have been used as an example: an example designed to deter others.  

Prior to the court hearing, the girls were held in custody for five months. Then, Russia's courts 

sentenced the members of the band to two-years in a penal colony. The whole affair is a clear 

attempt to intimidate three, while at the same time sending an ominous warning message to 

hundreds. 

Putin wants to stamp out any and all opposition to his tyranny. Mass marches, flash mob, sit-ins 

and finally, at the swamp in front of the Kremlin, the Bolotnaja riots of May 6. It is from a  similar 

swamp anti-Putin groups ranging from communists to liberals, socialists to libertarians, are 

attempting to remove Russia. 

Pussy Riot, with their garish tights and balaclavas, symbolize non-violent rebellion and indignation 

in the same way as the V for Vendetta was adopted by OWS. 

People can be arrested and shut away, but symbols cannot be silenced. 

Anyone who wears a balaclava becomes a member of Pussy Riot, and says a clear “no” to the 

attempts of a repressive regime to stifle freedom of speech. 

We use symbols to say that we have not forgotten. 

Every 17th of the month we will be somewhere.  

Nobody will be forgotten.   

No pasaran!! #FREEPUSSYRIOT 

Annaviva is an Italian association formed in to honour the memory of murdered Russian journalist 

Anna Politkovskaya   www.annaviva.org 


